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Abstract 
For a closure operator c in the sense of Dikranjan and Giuli, the subcategory A(c) (V(c)) of 
objects X with c-closed (c-dense) diagonal 6~ : X + X x X is known to give a general notion 
of separation (connectedness, respectively), with the expected closure properties under products 
and subspaces (images), etc. The purpose of this note is to fully characterize the notions of 
connectedness and disconnectedness in the sense of Arhangel’skii and Wiegandt and of separation 
by Pumpliin and RGhrl in this context. Briefly, an AW-connectedness is a subcategory of type V(c) 
with c a regular closure operator, and an AW-disconnectedness is of type A(c) with c a coregular 
closure operator, as introduced in this paper. The latter subcategory is in particular PR-separated, 
i.e., a subcategory of type A(c) with c weakly hereditary. Categorical proofs and new applications 
are provided for the characterization theorems originally given by Arhangel’skii and Wiegandt in 
the context of topological spaces. 
Keywords: Closure operator; c-separated object; c-connected object; Left- and right-constant 
subcategory; PR-separated and PR-connected subcategory; Component subcategory; Quasipoint; 
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0. Introduction 
Already in the pioneering paper [ 141 on closure operators in a complete category with 
a proper factorization structure for sinks, the importance of the subcategories 
A(c) = {X j 6~ c-closed}, 
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V(c) = {X / 6~ c-dense} 
was emphasized. (Here bx = (1 x, lx) : X + X x X is the diagonal morphism.) For 
the example that comes to everybody’s mind first-topological spaces with its usual 
Kuratowski closure operator k-A(k) is the subcategory of Hausdorff spaces, while 
V(lc) is the category of irreducible spaces (i.e., of spaces X for which X = F u G with 
closed sets F, G is possible only for F = X or G = X). A nicer pair of corresponding 
subcategories is provided by the closure operator (I which assigns to a subset M of X 
its quasi-component, i.e. the intersection of clopen sets in X containing M. Here V(q) 
is the category of connected spaces, while A(q) is the category of totally disconnected 
spaces (i.e., those X with q({x}) = {CE} for all :c E X, which also go by the name 
totally separated). 
The point that we wish to make in this paper is that A and V provide the most general 
means of defining corresponding notions of disconnectedness (or scparatedness) and 
connectedness for which one, can still prove characteristic properties usually associated 
with such notions. As far as A(c) is concerned, this is in fact well known: it was proved 
by Giuli and HuSek in a topological context that any strongly epireflective subcategory 
I3 is of type A(c), with c = reg” the regular closure operator of B as defined by Salbany 
[32]. This result was put into general categoricaf context in [19] and [16], and in this 
paper we give an even shorter proof of it, avoiding the reflectivity assumption on B (see 
Theorem 3.3). 
That V(c) has the closure properties to be expected from a reasonable notion of 
connectedness was indicated only recently in [16] and more fully in the paper [38]: 
under mild hypotheses, V(c) is closed under the formation of products, images, c-dense 
extensions and, under somewhat restrictive hypotheses on the parent category X, also 
under certain chained sinks in the sense of Strecker [34] and Tiller [39]. These authors 
considered subcategories closed under arbitrary chained sinks and called them component 
subcategories. In Theorem 4.7 we characterize them completely as the subcategories of 
type V(c) with an additional property called finite second-additivity (which, for X = Top, 
say, means that X = MI U ILr, belongs to the subcategory if the intersecting subspaces 
MI and Mz do). This result is based on a characterization of subcategories A = V(c) 
in terms of their coregular closure operator coreg” which is completely analogous to 
the Giuli-HuSek characterization of the subcategories A(c) (cf. Theorem 4.4). Coregular 
closure operators seem to be as important as regular closure operators. For instance, for 
X = ‘7%~ and A containing the unit interval only, the coregular closure of M c X is the 
set of all points in X reachable by a path originating in M. In this case V(coregA) is the 
component subcategory of path-connected spaces, while A(coregA) is the subcategory 
of spaces with trivial path-components (cf. Example 9.1(5)). 
The more restrictive Arhangel’skii-Wiegandt notions of connectedness and discon- 
nectedness (cf. [2]) are based on the Galois correspondence explored by PreuB [27,28] 
and Herrlich [20] between subcategories of a category, given by 
r(A) = {B / (V’f:A + B, A E A) f constant}, 
Z(B) = {A 1 (‘Jf : A + B, B E 23) f constant}. 
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Switching from the context of the category Top to a general category X and building 
further on recent results by Clementino [8], we give a complete categorical proof for the 
Arhangel’skii-Wiegandt characterization of disconnectednesses (= right-constant subcat- 
egories) as upwards-closed reflective subcategories closed under monomorphisms (cf. 
Theorem 5.4). We also give a purely categorical proof of the Arhangel’skii-Wiegandt 
characterization of connectednesses (= left-constant subcategories) as the second-additive 
and q-reversible subcategories closed under dense maps (cf. Theorem 6.5). 
Unfortunately, the categorical versions of these results need some technical prepara- 
tions which we have gathered in Section 1. They are based on a careful choice and 
analysis of the notions of point and constant morphism. The essential statements given 
in Section 1 compare our choice of constant morphisms with the ones of [20,36] (cf. 
Theorem 1.7) and provide a new and non-trivial characterization of chained sinks (cf. 
Theorem 1.13). 
Fortunately, the key result of the paper (Theorem 7.6) needs very little material from 
Section 1, but can be read with the knowledge of some easy facts on closure operators 
which have been gathered in Section 2 for the reader’s convenience. It links the central 
correspondences of this paper, as follows: 
r(A) = d ( coregd ) , 
l(B) = V( reg’) 
(cf. Theorem 7.6, Corollary 7.7). This link, represented by a commuting triangle of 
Galois correspondences, is just one part of a framework of a total of four commuting 
triangles, only one of which was essentially known previously: the factorization of the 
Pumpltin-Rohrl correspondence [30] as described by Castellini, Koslowski and Strecker 
[6]. Using this factorization, the subcategories closed under the PR-correspondence were 
characterized as the subcategories of type n(c) with c weakly hereditary in [16, 7.61). 
With the presentation of r(d) as given above, this provides a nice characterization of the 
disconnected/separated subcategories of Arhangels’kii-Wiegandt and Pumpltin-Riihrl in 
terms of closure operators: 
B right constant L? PR-separated 
=+ 
ej B = n(c) with c coregular 1{ @ B = a(c) with c weakly hereditary 
In Section 8 we establish a “connected counterpart” of these results with remarkable 
analogy, by defining a kind of dual PR-correspondence such that the subcategories closed 
under this correspondence are exactly the ones of type V(c) with c idempotent; hence, 
calling these PR-connected, we have 
A left constant 
11 
A PR-connected 
=+ 
w A = V(c) with c regular H A = V(c) with c idempotent 
(cf. Theorem 8.2, Corollary 8.3). 
Finally, in Section 9, we give a careful analysis of all categorical results in terms of 
examples, focussing on topological spaces, R-modules, groups, and graphs. However, 
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in order to take full advantage of the categorical approach, one would want to apply 
the theory presented in this paper to comma categories and thereby derive results on 
separated and connected morphisms, including monotone-light and concordant-dissonant 
factorizations, etc. For space reasons, this is being done in a separate and forthcoming 
paper, see [ 1 I]; for an analogous approach concerning compact objects and perfect mor- 
phisms, see [lo]. We also had to refrain from discussing the issue of multicoreflectivity 
in conjunction with connectedness; instead, we refer the interested reader to the papers 
[33,36,24,3], with the latter paper containing further important examples for compact 
spaces and for rings. Finally, we refer to the papers [5,4] for an alternative categorical 
approach to connectedness. 
1. Points and constant morphisms 
Assumptions 1.1. Throughout the paper we consider a finitely complete category X 
which comes equipped with a proper (E, M)-factorization system for morphisms (see 
[17]). Morphisms in E and M are often addressed as (E-)images and (M-)subobjects, 
respectively. Although needed only in parts of the paper, we also assume X to be M- 
complete (see [35]) so that X has multiple pullbacks of arbitrary sinks of M-morphisms; 
equivalently, the (E, M)-factorization system for morphisms can be extended to an 
(IE,M)-factorization system for sinks, with E containing exactly the sinks (ei)zEI or- 
thogonal to every m E M (cf. [ 1,161): 
Xi 
ei 
(1) 
The empty sink with codomain Y belongs to IE iff every subobject of Y is an isomor- 
phism. We note that since E is a class of epimorphisms, M must contain all regular 
monomorphisms, and then every sink in E must be epic. With subX denoting the pre- 
ordered class of M-morphisms with codomain X (considered as a full subcategory of 
X/X), one has for every f : X + Y in X an image-preimage adjunction 
f(-) -I f-l(-): subY + subX 
(cf. [14,16]). All suprema and infima exist in subX since X is M-complete, and these 
are preserved by f(-) and f-’ (-), respectively. 
Definition 1.2. Recall that an object X of X is pretermitzal if for all 2, IJ : 2 + X in 
X one has 5 = y; equivalently, if P --t 1 is manic (with 1 denoting a terminal object), 
or if the two product projections X x X + X coincide, or if their common section 
SX : X -+ X x X is an isomorphism. The full subcategory P of preterminal objects in 
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X is closed under monosources (i.e., for every jointly manic family (fi :X + Yz)iEl 
with Y, E P for all i, also X E P), but in general it falls short of two properties that we 
shall consider in the sequel whenever needed: 
(I) P is closed under &-images (i.e., for every e : P + Q in & with P E P, also 
QEP); 
(II) P is rejective. 
A convenient sufficient condition for (I) would be that for all e E & the morphism 
exe:PxP+QxQ 
is epic (since then coincidence of the projections of P x P makes also the projections 
of Q x Q coincide), and this condition in turn is satisfied if & is closed under direct 
products or stable under pullback (since e x e = (e x l)(l x e) is the composite of 
two pullbacks of e). A sufficient condition for (II) would be that X has products and is 
E-cowellpowered (according to the Adjoint Functor Theorem). A more natural condition 
in our context is discussed below. Note that any P-reflexion must necessarily be an 
extremal epimorphism, i.e., can factor through a monomorphism only trivially, since P 
is closed under monosources, and since our category has pullbacks, it must actually be 
a strong epimorphism in the sense of Kelly [23]. 
For every X E X, let 7~ : X -+ TX be the &-part of an (E, M)-factorization of 
X + 1. Then TX E P, and 77~ offers itself as a natural candidate for a P-reflexion: 
Proposition 1.3. The following conditions (i)-(v) are equivalent, and each of them im- 
plies (I) and (II) of Definition 1.2: 
(i) (VX E X) 77~ is a P-rejlexion 0fX; 
(ii) (VX E X) 77~ is a strong epimorphism; 
(iii) (VP E P) P + 1 belongs to M; 
(iv) (VZ: P + X, P E P) z belongs to M; 
(v) (Ve : P -+ X in &, P E P) e is an isomorphism. 
Proof. (i) H (ii) We already remarked that P-reflexions must be strong epimorphisms. 
Conversely, any morphism f : X + P with P E P allows 77~ to factor through the 
manic projection TX x P + TX, which must then be an isomorphism. Hence f factors 
(uniquely) through 77~. 
(i) w (iii) Under condition (i), the (&, M)-factorization of P + 1 with P E P yields 
an isomorphism P F TP, so that P --t 1 must be in M. Conversely, (iii) =S (i) follows 
with the (E, M)-diagonalization property. 
(iii) H (iv) follows from left cancellation of M applied to (P + X + l), and (iv) 
@ (v) is obvious. 
Clearly, (iv) implies (I) and (i) implies (II). 0 
By abuse of notation, we write 
P = sub 1 
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in case the equivalent conditions (i)-(v) are satisfied. We note that one may have (I) 
& (II) but not P = sub 1: consider the category Gph of graphs (whose objects are sets 
with a binary relation and whose morphisms preserve the relation), with its (surjective, 
embedding)-factorization structure. There are 3 nonisomorphic preterminal objects, 0, the 
“naked point” P, and the loop 1, but P G+ 1 is not an embedding. 
We also note that, without envoking P = sub I, one always has that Te is an iso- 
morphism for e E E since, by composition/cancellation rules, Te belongs to both & 
and M. 
A prepoint of an object X is an M-subobject :I: : P + X with P preterminal; it is 
a quasipoint of X if P ” TX, and it is a point if P E 1. Note that every morphism 
5 : P + X in X automatically belongs to M if P 2 TX or P S 1 (since then 
7~ .II: = lox, and since every regular monomorphism belongs to M). Proposition 1,3(iv) 
means that every morphism 2: P -+ X with anp P E P is a prepoint; in this case, the 
image f(x) under f : X + Y can be computed as f’ 2. The prepoints, quasipoints and 
points of X define subclasses 
ptX 2 qptX 2 pptX C subX, 
respectively. We note that every quasipoint is a maximal element of the preordered class 
pptX (but not conversely: consider P + P-t 1 in Gph, with P # 8, P y 1). We say that 
X has enough prepoints if v ppt X ” 1 x in subX. and that X has enough prepoints if 
this is true for every X E X; similarly for quasipoints and points. Let Epi X denote the 
class of epimorphisms of X. 
Proposition 1.4. (1) lf X has enough points. therr the terminal object 1 is a generator 
of X, and the converse stutcment is true in case & = Epi X. 
(2) rf X has enough prepoints, then P is a generator of X, and the converse statement 
is true in case & = Epi X and ‘P is closed under &-images. 
Proof. (2) To say that P is a generator means that for every X E X the sink of all 
morphisms with codomain X and domain in P is epic, which is true in particular if 
the sink ppt X is epic. The latter condition is in fact equivalent to P being a generator 
if Definition 1.2(I) holds since then every morphism P --t X with P E P factors 
epimorphically through a prepoint of X. Hence, if X has enough prepoints, so that every 
sink ppt X belongs to IE, these sinks are epic, with the converse statement holding true 
in case & = Epi X since then every epic sink lies in IE. 
(1) follows similarly. q 
We say that quasipoints detect E-sinks if a sink (,9i : Z’i + X),,r in X belongs to lE 
whenever the sink 
(X(TX,gi) : X(TX, Z) + X(TX, X& 
is epic in Set. Quasipoints detect monosources if a source (fi : X + Yi)ic~ in X is 
manic whenever the source 
(X(TX, fi) : X(TX, X) --f X(TX, y,&,, 
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is manic in Set. In case card I = 1 one speaks of detection of &-morphisms and 
monomorphisms, respectively. 
Proposition 1.5. (1) Quasipoints detect E-sinks if and only $2 has enough quasipoints. 
(2) If 1 is a generatol; then quasipoints detect monosources, but also IE-sinks in case 
& = EpiX. 
(3) Ifquasipoints detect monomorphisrns, then P contains exactly the objects with at 
most one quasipoint. 
Proof. (1) Let VqptX 2 lx and let (X(TX, g2))iGI be epic in Set. Then, with mi = 
gi( 1 z, ), every J: E qpt X factors through some m,, hence 
lx 2 VqptX 6 VT%. 
iEI 
This shows (rn,)’ z tEl E I’!3 and therefore (gz)%EI E IE. Conversely, apply the hypothesis to 
the sink qpt X. 
(2) For U&I with (X(TX, fi))%~~ manic and for U, 2) : 2 --t X, assume fi. u = fi. 71 
for all i E I. Since 1 is a generator, it suffices to show u . z = ‘u z for all z E pt 2 
in order to have u = U. But for every z E pt 2 one has a morphism 1 + TX, hence 
TX 2 1, so that x = u . z and y = v . z become quasipoints of X with fi ’ x = fi y 
for all i E I, hence x = y by hypothesis. 
The assertion for sinks follows from (1) and Proposition 1.4. 
(3) In case lqpt XI < 1, the map X(TX, f) 1s manic, with f the morphism X + 
1, which must therefore be manic itself. Hence X E 7’. The converse statement is 
trivial. 17 
In Set x Set, the terminal object fails to be a generator although quasipoints detect 
both monosources and episinks. The morphisms P + P + 1 -+ 1 in @h show that here 
quasipoints detect neither monomorphisms nor epimorphisms, although Gph has enough 
prepoints. 
A morphism f : X + Y is constant if its E-image is preterminal. Hence, for the 
(&,M)-factorization X 4 f(X) ? Y the object f(X) is preterminal (cf. [8,25]). 
Consequently 
f constant @ e constant ej m constant, 
and it is easy to show that with f also every composite h. f. g with h E M is constant; 
the restriction h E M may be dropped if P is closed under images. Furthermore, if f. 9 
with g E & or h. f with h E M is constant, then f is constant. 
Every constant morphism f : X + Y is constant in the sense of Herrlich [20], i.e., 
X(Z, f) is constant in Set for every Z E X, so that f 71 = f 71 for all 7~, TJ : Z t X; 
equivalently, f pl = f ~2, with p] , p2 : X x X + X the projections. This, in turn, is 
sufficient for f being constant if e x e is epic for all e E & (which also implies 1.2(I)). 
In the context of condition 1.2(11), coincidence of the two notions of constant morphism 
is characterized more naturally by: 
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Proposition 1.6. If P is rejlective in X, the following two statements are equivalent: 
(i) a morphism f is constant if all maps X(2, f), Z E X, are constant in Set; 
(ii) P is regular-epireflective and closed under &-images in X. 
Proof. (i) + (ii) Any morphism c : P + Q in E with P E P makes every map X(2, e) 
constant, hence is constant itself. But this means Q E ‘P. Let px :X -_j RX be the 
P-reflexion of X E X. Since RX E P, one has px pl = px p2 for the product 
projections. Any f : X + Y with f pl = f p2 makes every map X(2, f) constant, so 
that f must be constant and factor through an object P E 7’. By the reflexion property, 
f then factors through px, and this factorization is unique since px must be epic (cf. 
Definition 1.2). 
(ii) + (i) The morphisms pl , p2 form the kernelpair of px, so that px must be the 
coequalizer of pl ,p2 if it is regularly epic. Any f with all X(2, f) constant satisfies 
f. pl = f. ~2, hence factors through px, by a morphism g : RX + Y, say. The &-image 
of g belongs to P by hypothesis, and this is actually the image of f since the regular 
epimorphism px belongs to E. Hence f is constant. 0 
We note that in &Yph the equivalent conditions of Proposition 1.6 are satisfied although 
vx may fail to be a strong epimorphism. 
In case ‘P = sub 1, every constant morphism f :X + Y factors through 7x, i.e., 
is constant in the sense of [36], with the converse statement being true already under 
condition 1.2(I). We are now able to see under which conditions one may detect constant 
morphisms using quasipoints: 
Theorem 1.7. For the following statements, one has (i) + (ii) + (iii), while (iii) + 
(ii) holds if strong epimorphisms nre regular; and (ii) + (i) holds if X has enough 
quasipoints: 
(i) TP ” P for all P E P, and a morphism f : X + Y is constant if the map 
X(TX, f) is constant in Set. 
(ii) 77~ is a regular epimorphism for all X E X. 
(iii) Every constant morphism factors through 7~. 
Proof. (i) + (ii) One proves that 77~ is a coequalizer of the projections pl , p2 : X x X + 
X as in Proposition 1.6. 
(ii) + (iii) follows from Proposition 1.3 since every regular epimorphism is strong, 
which also gives (iii) j (ii) whenever the two notions of epimorphism are equivalent. 
(iii) + (i) One has P F TP for all P E P with Proposition 1.3. In conjunction with 
Proposition 1.6 it now suffices to show that X(TX, f) constant implies X(2, f) constant 
for all 2; in fact, it suffices to show f . pl = f ~2. Since T(X x X) 2 TX, every 
quasipoint (z, y) of X x X satisfies f . pl (CC, y) = f p2 f (cc, y) by hypothesis on f, 
hence it factors through the equalizer off .pl and f ‘7)~. Since X has enough quasipoints, 
this equalizer must therefore be an isomorphism. 0 
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We note that if X E X has a quasipoint, 7~ is necessarily a split epimorphism and 
therefore regular. Hence vx may fail to be a regular epimorphism only for those X with 
qptX = 0 (and this happens in X = Gph, while for X = Set x Set every object has a 
quasipoint). We call P regular if condition (ii) of the theorem is satisfied; equivalently, 
if P = sub 1 is regular epireflective (and therefore closed under &-images). 
It is easy to show (without any extra condition on X) that for every monosource 
(gi : Y + Zi)iEl, a morphism f :X + Y is constant if and only if gi f is constant 
for every i E 1. Conversely one says that constants detect monosources if a source 
k7i)iEI must be manic provided it has the property that every morphism f with gi . f 
constant for all i E 1 is constant itself; in case card1 = 1 one says that constants detect 
monomorphisms. 
A sufficient condition for this property is provided by: 
Proposition 1.8. Let X have jinite coproducts, and let P be closed under &-images. 
Then constants detect monosources ;f P is a generator of X, or if quasipoints detect 
monosources. 
Proof. If g1 . n: = gi y for all i E I, where the domain P of 5, y may be assumed to be 
pretermina1 or TY, one has commutative diagrams 
(2) 
P ) zi 
with j, k- denoting coproduct injections. Closure of P under E-images gives that gz (G) 
must be constant for all i E I, so that (E) is constant by hypothesis, which yields 
z=y. 0 
Definition 1.9. Other than existence conditions on quasipoints, also smallness conditions 
on quasipoints are often important. A quasipoint x : TX + X is V-prime if 
holds for all mi 6 subX, i E I, I # 8. In case (mi)iEl E lE, this condition is satisfied 
for all z E qptX if (X(TX, VZi))iEl is epic in Set. If we let 
qptx(m) := {x E qptX Ix < m>, 
then quasipoints are V-prime in X if and only if qptX(V%,, mi) = UiE1 qptx(mi) for 
ah nr, E subX, i E I and X E X. In this case, for the least subobject 0~ of X, one has 
qptX(Ox) = 0. w e note that in Gph quasipoints are V-prime, but not in Set x Set. 
For m E subX we say that m has a quasipoint if qptx(m) # 8. More generally, 
the sink (mi)iEI of subobjects of X has a quasipoint if UiE, qptx(mi) # 8, and it has 
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a common quasipoint if I # 0 and &, qptx(mi) # 0; similarly for points in lieu of 
quasipoints. 
A sink (fi : Xi + Y)icr is called chained (cf. [34,39]) if for all g : Y + 2 with g fz 
constant for all i E 1, necessarily g is constant. The empty sink with codomain Y is 
chained iff (Y and) every &-image of Y is preterminal. 
Given a sink (fi: Xi + Y),,I in X, if fi = rn,i ei is the (E, M)-factorization of 
fi for each i, then (fi : Xi + Y),,I is chained iff (rnz)%,=I is chained, since, for every 
morphism g : Y + 2, g . fi is constant iff g rni is. To say that (fi)iEl has a common 
(quasi)point means that (rni)iEl has a common (quasi)point. 
The following proposition gives a convenient sufficient criterion for chainedness. 
Proposition 1.10 (Cf. [8, Proposition 3.41). A sink in E is chained if it has a common 
point ol; if P is closed under I-images, a common quasipoint. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume fi in M and consider TY 3 X, fi Y 
with fi . xi = y for all i E 1, and we let g : Y --t 2 be such that all 9 fi are constant. 
With (E, M)-factorizations g = m e, e y = m’ e’ and e . fi = m, e, for all 1: E I, 
one obtains commutative diagrams 
I 
z 
xiAf’ +‘;\gAZ y: e *Ii\ (3) 
pi *W Xi c P, *W 
with Q, P, E P, by hypothesis. WC recall from 1.3 that Te is an isomorphism; further- 
more, the right diagram gives morphisms t, : Q + P, with m, . t, = m’ for all i E I. 
Hence one has morphisms 
QtP,-+W+TWrTYiQ 
We therefore have mi E m’ for all i E I, and the left diagram of (3) shows that e and 
then g factors through Q. Hence g must be constant. 
The proof in case of a common point proceeds similarly. 0 
The condition that a chained sink belong to IE is not very restrictive. In fact, under 
convenient conditions, every chained sink belongs to E as we shall see below. 
For a morphism f : X + Y we refer to the pullback f-l (y) : Pf,y t X of a prepoint 
(quasipoint, point) y of Y as a prejibre (quasij?bre, jibre, respectively) of f. We say that 
a subobject ofX is a (quasi)$bre if it is a (quasi)fibre of some morphism with domain 
X. (For instance, if X has an M-subobject classifier, then every M-subobject of X is 
a fibre.) 
In the following proposition, we first consider a slight deviation of the last condition. 
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Proposition 1.11. Let X have set-indexed multiple pushouts, let P be closed under &- 
images, and assume that every M-subobject which has a quasipoint is a quasijibre of 
some &-morphism. Then every set-indexed chained sink which has a quasipoint belongs 
to lE. 
Proof. It is sufficient to consider a chained sink (mi : LV~ + X)irl of M-morphisms 
with a quasipoint. One forms the pushout pi of 77~ . rni along mi for every i E I, and 
then the cointersection p of the p%‘s. 
rlx.m,T T iiT\ (4) 
TX b zi b.z 
The M-subobject m = ViEr m, of X has a quasipoint and is the pullback of some 
w EqptW for some f : X + W in &, by hypothesis. 
n!fi +X *W 
mi f 
Since f rni = w j” ml = w .qw w f’ . ml, = w vw f . mi = 7~ T f vx mi 
for all i E I, the morphism f factors through p. But since p mi is constant for all 
i G 1, p and therefore f must be constant as well. Since f E &, one then has W 2~ TW. 
Consequently, as a pullback of the isomorphism 20, also m is an isomorphism. [7 
Before characterizing chained sinks in arbitrary categories, it is useful to do so in 
Set. Hence we consider a family (Illi)iEI of subsets of X, and for J s I, we let 
file = lJz,zJ Mi. 
Proposition 1.12. A family (M~)~EI of subsets of X with Mt # 0 is chained if and only 
if Mt = X, and for all J C I with MJ n MI,, = 8 one has MJ = 8 or M1iJ = 8. 
Proof. “only if”: From Proposition 1.11 we have MI = X. Furthermore, for J 2 I with 
AJJ n Mt\J = 8, one considers the characteristic map f : X + (0, 1) of M.J. Then flnl, 
is constant for all i E I, hence f is constant itself. But this is possible only if MJ = 0 
OS M_t = X. 
“if”: Suppose there is a nonconstant map g : X + 2 with gin/I, constant for all i E I. 
For z,y E X with g(s) # g(y) and J := {i E I 1 g(Mi) C {g(z)}}, one then has 
M.1 n MI\,, = 0, alth ough x E MJ and y E M1iJ. •I 
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We note that an empty sink with nonempty codomain X is chained but fails to satisfy 
Ir’fI = x. 
The characterization of chained sinks in Set can be carried into a much more general 
context. For a family (m, : AJi + X)i,l of M-subobjects and any J C I, we let 
Theorem 1.13. Let P be regulal; let X have multiple pushouts and enough quasipoints, 
and let these be V-prime. Every M-subobject in X is assumed to be a quasifibre. Then 
a sink (mi : Mi + X),,I which has a quasipoint is chained if and only if ml ” lx, and 
for all J C I with qptx(mJ A mr\,l) = 8 one has qptx(mJ) = Q) or qptx(mliJ) = 8. 
Proof. “only if”: In order to show ml 2 1~ we form the diagrams (4) and (5) as in the 
proof of Proposition 1.11 but may not assume f E 1. But since (mi)icr and therefore rnr 
has a quasipoint, using the pullback property of (5) one easily shows qptx(mr) = qpt X. 
Since X has enough quasipoints, this proves that ml is an isomorphism. 
We now present the M-subobject rnJ of X (for J 2 1) as the pullback of a quasipoint 
u along a morphism h : X t U, and then the M-subobject h(rn1i.r) of U as the pullback 
of a quasipoint u along a morphism g : U + V. With the pullbacks Q = M,J A MIiJ, 
R = TU A h(MIiJ), S = TU A TV, one obtains a commutative diagram 
Q *R *S 
h’ / 
MJ c TU b TU 
I 
IL 
I 
9’” 
e . 
mJ 
MI\, - h(W\J) 
9’ 
- TV 
X wu 
h g 
For every i E J, one confirms as in Proposition 1.11 
g.h.mi = (g.u.Th).qx.mi, 
and for every i E I\J one has 
g.h.mi= (v.Tg.Th),qx.m,. 
(6) 
Hence g h factors through p, so that g h must be constant as (mi)iEr is chained. 
Now suppose we had x E qptx(crn.1) and y E qptx(ml\J), hence x = mJ x' and 
y = rnI\J . y’ with x’ : TX + MJ and y’ : TX + MI,,. Then 
g .u.h'.z' = g.h-71L,,.x' = g.h- x ZZ,~.}~.~ = ~~.~'.e.y', 
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so that there must be a morphism TX + S by the pullback property of S. Since the two 
top faces of (6) are pullback diagrams, and since TU is preterminal, there must then be 
a morphism TX + Q, hence qptx(mJ A rn~\J) # 0. 
“if”: Consider a morphism f : X -+ W with f . rni constant for all i E I, and assume 
f not constant. From Theorem 1.7, we then have 2, y E qpt X with f . z # f . y. Let 
J := {i E 11 ‘dz E qptx(mi): h.z = h.2). 
Since rnr Z 1~ and since quasipoints are V-prime, there are j, k E I with II: E qptx(mj) 
and y E qptx(mk), and we have j E J and k $ J. Hence x E qptx(mJ) and y E 
qptx(mr\J). By hypothesis, we must then have 
w E qptx(mJ * mr\J) C qpt,(mJ) nqpt,(m~\~), 
which means w E qptx(m,) n qptx(mt) with s E J and t $! J, by V-primeness. This 
implies h . w = h z and h. w # h. z, which is impossible. 0 
We note that the assumption that every M-subobject in X be a quasifibre was used only 
in the “only-if” part of the proof, likewise the hypothesis of existence of a quasipoint. 
On the other hand, V-primeness was used only in the “if’‘-part of the proof. 
2. Closure operators 
Definition 2.1 (cf. [14,16]). A closure operator c = (CX)X~X is given by functions 
cx : sub X + sub X satisfying the axioms 
(1) m 6 cx(m), 
(2) m < 72 * cx(m) < cx(n), 
(3) f(cx(m)) G cY(f(m)) 
for all f:X + Y in X and m,n E subX. 
A subobject m of X is c-closed if m ” cx (m), and it is c-dense if cx(m) E lx. 
(We often omit the subscripts.) With the following observation one easily shows that the 
class of c-closed subobjects is closed under the formation of limits; in particular, it is 
stable under (multiple) pullback in X. 
Definition 2.2. The closure operator c decomposes every m : M + X in M as 
m 
c(m) c(m) 
M + c(M) *X 
and this decomposition is functorial, as indicated by the diagram 
(7) 
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c is idempotent if c(m) is c-closed for every m E M, and c is weakly hereditary if 
m/c(m) is c-dense for every m E M. A necessary condition for idempotency (weak 
hereditariness) is that the c-dense (c-closed, respectively) subobjects are closed under 
composition (cf. [ 161). 
Definition 2.3. A closure operator c is hereditary if 
cx(m) = n-’ (c&L m)) 
holds for all m : A4 + X, n : X + Y in M; equivalently, if c is weakly hereditary and 
if the c-dense subobjects are closed under left cancellation (within M): 
n . m c-dense =+ m c-dense 
(cf. [ 16, Theorem 2.51). 
Definition 2.4. A sink (fi : Xi + Y)i,l is c-dense if the M-part of its (E, M)- 
factorization is c-dense, that is: if 
cx (ipx,)) ” ly. 
The following rules are easily established and turn out to be useful. 
consider a sink (gij : Zij t X,),,,J~ ; then 
(a) (.fi gigb: is c-dense under each of the following conditions: 
(1) (fi)iEl ‘E E and, for all i E I, (gz,7)JEJ, is c-dense, 
(2) (&I is c-dense and, for all i E I, (g,j),EJ, E E, 
(3) c is idempotent, and all (fi)iE1, (g23)3EJ, are c-dense; 
(b) if (.fi . gij);;; is c-dense, then (fi)iEr is c-dense; 
I 
For every i E I, 
(c) if (h ft)iEr is c-dense with h: Y + W in M and c hereditary, then also (fi)i,l 
is c-dense. 
A sufficient condition for rn,t x m.2 : Ml x M2 + XI x X2 to be c-dense whenever 
ml E sub Xt, m2 E sub X2 are both c-dense is that c is finitely productive, so that c 
satisfies the formula 
cXlxXz(mt x m2) 2 CX, (w) x c~~(m.2) 
for all ml and m;?; it is also necessary when c is weakly hereditary (cf. [16]). 
The step from finite to infinite products is best done by presenting an existing product 
XI 2 ni,, Xi as an inverse limit of the finite products XF E niEF Xi (F C I finite), 
via the projections pi : XI + XF. The product XI is called nontrivial if all projections 
pF belong to &, and the closure operator c is called (nontrivially) productive if 
cxI nrni Nncx,(mi) ( > iEI ZEI 
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for all mi : M% + Xi in M, i E I, with MI = ni,, Mz a (nontrivial) product. One says 
that c has the jinite structure property for products (FSPP) if 
cx1 (m) ” A PF’ (CXF (P&1)) 
F 
forallm:M+XIinM. 
From [ 16, 4. lo] we record the important 
Proposition 2.5. An idempotent and finitely productive closure operator c is nontrivially 
productive, provided that there exists a closure operator d < c with FSPP 0 
The question remains how to guarantee finite productivity. In fact, it turns out that in 
Set-like situations, idempotency suffices for this (cf. [ 16, 4.101). 
Proposition 2.6. If X has enough points, then an idempotent closure operator is finitely 
productive; even enough quasipoints su#ice for this under restriction to nontrivial finite 
products. 
Proof. For Xi, X2 E X such that the projections Pi, p2 of Xi x X2 belong to & one has 
TX2 E T(Xi x X2) 2 TX, (see Proposition 1.3). Since trivially X1 x TX, E X1, this 
shows that every quasipoint (xi, 22) factors through a section s : X1 + X1 x X2 of Pl 
(with s ” lx, x y). Hence 
IXXY ” vqPt(x x Y) ” v {s I PI s = Ix,}, 
and one may continue the proof as given in [ 16, 4.101 or [38]. 0 
3. Separation with respect to a closure operator 
Definition 3.1. Let c be a closure operator of X. An object X of X is called c-separated 
(or c-Hausdom if the diagonal morphism bx : X + X x X is c-closed; equivalently, 
if for all u, v : Y + X in X and m : M + Y in M, one has u m = v . m only if 
u c(m) = u . c(m) (cf. [6,10]). The second characterization gives immediately that the 
full subcategory A(c) of all c-separated objects is closed under monosources in X, in 
particular under limits. Consequently, A(c) is strongly epireflective if X is complete and 
I-cowellpowered. 
Proposition 3.2. A full subcategory B of X is of the form A(c) for some closure operator 
c of X if and only ifit satisjies the following condition: 
(A) for every source (hi :X2 + B;)~EI with Bi E B and 6~ ” AiEI h;‘(bsJ, one 
has X E Z?. 
Proof. (A) is certainly necessary for B to be of the form A(c) since when every 8~3, is 
c-closed, also every pullback h,‘(6~,) and then also the multiple pullback Ai hi’ (SB,) 
is c-closed. 
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Conversely, we note that 
reg$(m) ” /\ {h-‘(6~) / h:X + B2, B E .t3, h(m) 6 bs} 
defines and idempotent closure operator of X, the so-called B-regular closure (which 
appears in the literature under the equivalent formula 
‘egg(m) G // {equalizer(zl, w) 1 u,u:X+B, BEt3,u.m=v.m} 
cf. [14,16]). One always has 8 2 n(regn), and “2” is obviously guaranteed by (A). q 
Proposition 3.2 allows for a short proof of the following generalized version of the 
Diagonal Theorem of [19] and its topological predecessor [18] which follow from the 
next theorem in conjunction with Proposition 1 S(2): 
Theorem 3.3. Let quasipoints detect monosources of X. Then a full subcategory B of 
X is of the form A(c) f or some c if and only if B is closed under monosources in X. 
Proof. We still have to show the “if” part, and for that it suffices to show that closedness 
under monosources guarantees condition (A) of Proposition 3.2. Hence let (/z~)~,=[ be as 
in (A), and for every 5 E qptX denote by ,gs :X + X2 the graph of (X ‘3 TX * X), 
i.e., g2 = (lx, z 7~). The proof is complete once we have shown that the source 
(hi gs)i,z is manic. Hence assume h, . gz y = h., . gz z for all i E I and n; E qpt X, 
with two given quasipoints y, z of X. For 2 := ?J we then have 
h, . (z, y) = hi . gv z = h, ’ !/y y = hi (?/, ?J) = h, ‘5~ . TJ = ds, hf yl 
hence hi((z,y)) < b B, and therefore (z, y) 6 h,‘(bg,) for all i E I, which implies 
(2,~) < bx by hypothesis on (hi)iEI, and then z = y. 0 
4. Connectedness with respect to a closure operator 
Definition 4.1. Let c be a closure operator of X. An object X of X is called c-connected 
if the diagonal morphism 6~ : X + X x X is c-dense. By V(c) we denote the full 
subcategory of c-connected objects. If c is (finitely) productive, V(c) is closed under 
(finite) products in X (cf. Proposition 2.5). Under mild hypotheses, it is also closed 
under &-images, c-dense extensions and c-dense subobjects; in fact, an application of the 
composition and cancellation rules of Definition 2.4 to the diagram 
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gives immediately (cf. [ 16,381): 
(1) if f E & with E closed under finite products or stable under pullback (so that in 
particular f* = (f x 1) (1 x f) E E), then X c-connected implies Y c-connected; 
(2) if f E M is c-dense with c idempotent and finitely productive, then X c-connected 
implies Y c-connected; 
(3) if f E M is c-dense with c idempotent and hereditary, then Y c-connected implies 
X c-connected. 
Concerning infinite products one has: 
Proposition 4.2 (cf. [ 16, Remark 7.81, [38]). Let c be idempotent and assume that there 
exists a closure operator d < c with FSPP. Then V(c) is closed under nontrivial products 
in X, provided that c is finitely productive, or that X has en.ough quasipoints. 
This follows immediately from Propositions 2.5 and 2.6. 0 
Next we give a characterization of “Nabla subcategories” similar to the one given for 
“Delta subcategories” in Proposition 3.2: 
Proposition 4.3. A full subcategory A of X is of the form V(c) for some closure operator 
c of X if and only zf it satisfies the following condition: 
(V) for every sink (hi : At + X2)ieI with Ai E A and hi(bA,) < Sx for all i E I 
and 1x2 E 6~ V VieI hi(l,f), one has X E A. 
Proof. For A = V(c) and every sink (hi)iEI as in (V), since 
+@A,)) 6 &@A,)) < C(bx), 
one has 
lx ” bx v Vhi(l,q) ” 6x v //h&(&t,)) < c(bx), 
i z 
hence X E V(c). Conversely, for every A we may define the A-coregular closure by 
coreg$(m) ~rnVV{h(l~~) 1 h:A* +X, AE d, h(6A) 6 m}; 
trivially one has A C V(coregd). Furthermore, under condition V, from X E V(coregd) 
we obtain immediately X E A. 0 
The criterion simplifies under a natural condition on X: 
Theorem 4.4. Let X have enough quasipoints. Then a full subcategory A of X is of the 
form V(c) for some c if and only if P C A and the following condition holds: 
(Or) for every nonempty sink (hi : AZ + X2),Ct with Ai E A and hi(6A,) < 6x for 
all i E I and 1x2 ” ViGr hi(l,l), one has X E A. 
Proof. Since 6p is an isomorphism for every P E P, the “only if” part is clear. For “if”, 
consider the sink formed by all h: A2 + X2 with A E A and h(bA) < 6~. Amongst 
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these h are the morphisms x2, for every x : TX + X, whose join is bx, by hypothesis 
on X. Hence 
coreg$(&) ” V{h(l,l:) 1 h,:A2 --f X2, A E A, h(6A) 6 bx}, 
and one can argue as in the proof of Proposition 4.3. 0 
Remark 4.5. For later use we note that the closure operator c = coregd is weakly 
hereditary for every A. In fact, for m: M 7’ X in M, there is a bijective map h e h 
between the morphisms h: A2 7’ X with A E A, h(bA) < m, and the morphisms 
h’ : A2 --f cx(M) with A E A, h’(6A) < cx(m.), with cx(m) h’ = h, hence h(lAz) = 
cx(m) h’(lAz). This gives immediately ~~(~)(m/c(rn)) 2 l,,(~). 
We are left with the problem whether V(c) is closed under chained sinks. Here we 
say that a full subcategory A is closed under sinks of a given type in X if for every 
sink (fi : Xi + Y)i,l of that type with Xi E d for all i E I also Y belongs to A. 
Following [34,39], A is a component subcategory of X if A is closed under chained 
sinks in X. Adopting the terminology of [2,8], we call A (finitely) second-additive if A 
is closed under (finite) sinks in lE with a common quasipoint. Finally, A is closed under 
up-directed unions if A is closed under the sinks in E given by a nonempty up-directed 
family of subobjects of a given object. Under reasonable conditions on X, the latter type 
of sinks are chained, and V(c) is closed under them: 
Proposition 4.6. V(c) is closed under up-directed unions provided that for every 
nonempty up-directedfamily (mi : Mz + X)2E~ in IE of M-subobjects also (mi x rni)iEl 
belongs to E. This condition is satisfied if X has enough quasipoints which are V-prime; 
if in addition, P is regular then up-directed sinks in IE of M-subobjects are chained. 
Proof. For the first statement, one applies the composition/cancellation rules 2.4 to the 
diagram 
mi 
Mi *X 
(9) 
For the second statement one observes that for (mi)iEI in E one has (X(TX,mi))iEl 
epic in Set, by V-primeness (see Definition 1.9); then up-directedness makes also 
(X(TX, mi x mi) E X(TX, mi) x X(TX, rni))iCl lie in E, so that (mi x rni)iEl must 
belong to IE, by Proposition 1.5. Finally, chainedness of an up-directed sink (rni)iEl is 
easily checked with Theorem 1.7. 0 
We say that quasipoints are &-projective if for every f : X + Y in & the map X(TY, f) 
is surjective. 
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Theorem 4.7. Let P he regular; and let X have enough quasipoints which are V-prime 
and &-projective. Every M-subobject is assumed to be a quasi$bre. Then the following 
conditions for a full subcategory A of X are equivalent: 
(i) A is a component subcategory; 
(ii) A is Cjinitely) second-additive, and A = V(c) for some closure operator c; 
(iii) A contains all preterminal objects, is (finitely) second-additive and closed under 
&-images und up-directed unions. 
Proof. (i) + (ii) By Proposition 1.10, a component subcategory contains P and is 
second-additive, in particular finitely second-additive. In order to show A = V(c) for 
some c, one considers a sink (hi : AT + X2) as in condition (01) of Theorem 4.4 and 
must show X E A. For every i E I and a : TX + A,, let 
gi,a := ( lA,, a. Th, . VA,) : Ai + A$ 
The sink (hi.gi+)+ belongs to IE: since (hi)iEI E J!& every quasipoint (z, y) : TX + X2 
factors through some hi, by V-primeness and &-projectivity, as (5,~) = hi (b,a) = 
hi . gi,a ’ b, say; hence the assertion follows with Proposition 1.5. With 
K:={(i,a,v)Ii~I, UEX(TX,A~), v=1,2} 
and pi, p2 : X2 + X the projections, also the sink (pv . h, . gi,a)i,a,v belongs to I& In 
order to show that it is actually chained (and thereby to conclude X E A), we envoke 
Theorem 1.13 and consider any subset J C K and z E qptx(mJ), y E qptx(mK\J), 
with mJ, mK\ J the respective joins of the subobjects mi,,,, = p, hi gi,a( I A,). Then 
(z, y) factors as above, hence 
x = PI hi gi,a b and y = p2 . hi . gz,a b 
for certain i, a, b. Since hi . 6Ai = 6~ . fi for some fit one has 
pi ’ hi . gi,a a = pl . hi . bA, a = p1 6x . fi a = fi a = p2 . hi . ga,a . a. 
Consequently, qptx(mJ AmK\.J) contains x in case (i, a, 1) $! J, y in case (i, a, 2) E J, 
and fi . a in the remaining case. 
(ii) + (iii) With the E-projectivity assumption, one shows that & is closed under finite 
products as in the proof of Proposition 4.6 which, combined with Definition 4.1, gives 
that V(c) is closed under E-images and up-directed unions, and it trivially contains P. 
(iii) + (i) Since A is closed under &-images, it suffices to consider a chained sink 
(mi : A4i + X)iel in E with mi E M and IVfi E A for all i E I. Without 10~s 
of generality, we may assume qptx(mi) # 0 for all i E I. (Otherwise, we consider 
10 = {i E 1 1 qptx(mi) # 8) and note that with (X(TX, mi))icI also (X(TX, mi))iEl, 
is epic in Set, so that (rni)iGl, is still in E and chained under our assumptions on 
quasipoints; see Theorem 1.7.) We may also assume I # 8 since, otherwise, X E P C 
A follows. Using the Axiom of Choice, inductively we define a well-order of I, as 
follows. First pick any io E I, and if we already have J, = {ip 1 ,B < a} C I for 
1 < (Y < K = card I, with Theorem 1.13 we find i, @ J, with qptx(mJn A mi_) # 8. 
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Using finite additivity and closure under up-directed unions, one easily shows that MJa 
lies in A for every CY, 0 < cy < K. Hence X ” MK E A. q 
Remark 4.8. In Examples 9.1(l) and 9.4 we give examples of subcategories of type O(c) 
which fail to be finitely second-additive and thereby fail to be component subcategories. 
Theorem 4.7 leaves open the following: 
Problem. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 4.6 on X, are subcategories A of type 
V(c) characterized as those which are closed under images and up-directed unions and 
which satisfy P C A? 
5. Right-constant subcategories 
Definition 5.1. For objects X, Y in X, let us write 
X 11 Y iff every morphism X + Y is constant, 
and for full subcategories A, I3 of X (to be identified with their classes of objects), define 
the right- and left-constant subcategory of A and 0, respectively, by 
+) = {B I (V’A E 4AIIB1, 
l(B) = {A I (V’B E B) A Ij B} 
(cf. [20,2,27,8]). This defines a Galois correspondence for full subcategories of X, with 
the fixed elements being called right and left constant. 
A right constant subcategory is trivially closed under monosources. It therefore contains 
all preterminal objects and is closed under limits in X; it is even strongly epireflective 
if X has products and is I-cowellpowered. 
In what follows, for y E pptY, f-‘(y): P /,y -> X denotes the corresponding prefibre 
of the morphism f : X + Y. 
Lemma 5.2. Let B be closed under monomorphisms in X, and let the terminal object 1 
belong to B. Then each of the following statements for X E X implies the next: 
(i) X E 8, 
(ii) (V’f : X -+ Y) (Vy E ppt Y) Pf,2/ E B, 
(iii) (V’f : X --f Y) (Y g B * (V y E ppt Y) Pf,y E B), 
(iv) (3f :X -+ Y) (Y E 13 & (Vy E ppt Y) Pf,2/ E B), 
(v) x E Tl(z?). 
Proof. (i) + (ii) follows from the fact that PJ,~ + X is manic. (ii) 3 (iii) is trivial, 
and for (iii) + (iv) consider Y = 1. (iv) + (v) Let g : A + X be any morphism with 
A E Z(B). Since Y E B, f g is constant, so it factors through a prepoint y : Q + Y, 
and g factors through the prefibre f-‘(y) : Pf,y + X. Actually, even g(lA) : g(A) -+ X 
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factors through f-‘(y), making g(A) a subobject of Pf,y so that it belongs to B. But 
since A E l(B), this means that g is constant. Hence X E ~l(@. 0 
Let V be a class of morphisms in X. Adapting the terminology of [2,9] to our context, 
we call a full subcategory B of X upwards V-closed, if every morphism f : X + Y in 
‘D satisfies the property 
The prefix D is omitted if 27 is the class of epimorphisms in X. 13 is called q-reversible if 
it is upwards D-closed for ZJ the class of regular epimorphisms. Hence an upwards closed 
subcategory is q-reversible, and the converse proposition holds true if every epimorphism 
in X is regular. 
From Lemma 5.2(iv) + (v) one obtains immediately: 
Proposition 5.3. If every prepoint of an object B in t? factors through a quasipoint of 
B, then the right-constant subcategory l3 of X is upwards closed. 
We now show the converse proposition for B strongly epireflective, under the following 
conditions on the parent category X: we assume that quasipoints detect monomorphisms 
in X, and that prepoints factor through quasipoints. Furthermore, we let X have pushouts 
of strong epimorphisms and set-indexed cointersections of strong epimorphisms, and we 
assume 
X(TX, -) : X + Set 
to preserve these colimits for every X E X. 
Theorem 5.4. Let c be a closure operator of X such that quasipoints are c-closed and 
strong epimorphisms are stable under pullback along c-closed subobjects. Then a full 
reflective subcategory I3 of X is right constant if and only if 
(a) B is closed under monomorphisms, 
(b) t3 is upwards closed. 
Proof. The necessity of conditions (a), (b) follows with Definition 5.1 and Proposi- 
tion 5.3. Conversely, consider X E Al. Its B-reflexion f : X + Y is a strong epi- 
morphism by virtue of (a). In order to show X E ,23, it suffices to show Pf,y E a for 
all y E qpt Y, by (b). As subobjects of X, the quasifibres Pf,y trivially belong to rl(0). 
Hence it actually suffices to show Pf,y E l(a); indeed, we are then able to conclude 
Pf,y E P, and since the reflective subcategory a contains 1, it contains all preterminal 
objects, by (a). 
The morphism f, : Pf,y + TY factors through the B-reflexion ey of Pf,y. We can 
form the pushout e& of ey along f-‘(g), and then the multiple pushout e of e&, y E qpt Y: 
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eY 
- By 
X (10) 
The emerging morphism B, + L is manic, since quasipoints detect monomorphisms, 
and since X(TB,, -) preserves the colimits just formed. 
As f factors through each e&, f factors also through e, and we obtain a commutative 
diagram 
Y 
(11) 
One has y’ < d&‘(y), and for the monomorphism t : B, + Pd,yr the morphism t . ey 
is a pullback of the strong epimorphism e along the c-closed subobject d-‘(y), hence a 
strong epimorphism. But then t must actually be an isomorphism, and the right square 
of (11) is a pullback diagram. Upwards-closedness of B can now be exploited for the 
morphism d to obtain L E B. But then e factors through the B-reflexion f and d becomes 
an isomorphism. Consequently, all its pullbacks d, must be isomorphisms, hence every 
morphism fy is a f3-reflexion. But this immediately implies Pf,y E I(f?), as desired. 0 
Remark 5.5. We note that the assumption of Theorem 5.4 that prepoints factor through 
quasipoints may be avoided if, in the definition of upwards closedness, one considers 
arbitrary prepoints instead of quasipoints and then assumes that all prepoints be c-closed. 
In order to derive the classical result of [2] in Top, one applies Theorem 5.4 to 
the category Topi of Tr-spaces with the usual (Kuratowski-)closure and notes that every 
proper strongly-epireflective subcategory of 7-0~ different from the category of To-spaces 
must be contained in Topi. 
We also note that an alternative categorical generalization of the Arhangel’skii- 
Wiegandt characterization of right-constant subcategories was given by HuSek and 
Pumpltin [21] and Clementino [9]. 
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6. Left-constant subcategories 
Left-constant subcategories are trivially closed under chained sinks; in particular, they 
are closed under &-images. More surprisingly, they have an important property in com- 
mon with right-constant subcategories. A small adaptation of the proof given in [S] 
Proposition 3.3 shows: 
Proposition 6.1. If X has enough quasipoints and if ‘P is closed under &-images, then 
every left-constant subcategory of X is q-reversible. 
Proof. A regular epimorphism f : X + Y is the coequalizer of its kernelpair IL, v : K + 
X. We assume Y E A and Pf,y E A for all y E qpt Y and show X E IT(d). For that 
it suffices to show that every morphism g : X + 2 with Z E r(d) factors through f 
by a morphism h: X -+ Z, which then must be constant and makes g constant as well. 
Since X has enough quasipoints, it is indeed sufficient to prove g u. z = g v z for all 
z.TK+K. 
The domain of y := f(u(z)) = f(v(z)) p t 1s re erminal, in fact isomorphic to TY E 
TX Z TK. Hence y E qpt Y, and then Pf,V E A by hypothesis. Consequently, g. f-t (y) 
is constant. Since both u z and v . z factor through f-‘(y), by morphisms IL’ and 
u’ : TK + Pf,y, say, this gives 
Corollary 6.2. Let X have enough quasipoints, let P be closed under &-images, and let 
A and B be objects of the left-constant subcategory d Then also A x B E A $ either 
A and B have points, or if A 2 B. 
Proof. For every y : TB + B one has a pullback diagram 
AxTB kTB 
(12) 
AxB WB 
Under each of the two possible hypotheses, p has a section and is therefore a regular 
epimorphism, and A x TB 2 A E A. 0 
For the record, we state using Proposition 1.10: 
Corollary 6.3. Every left-constant subcategory is a component subcategory and there- 
fore, if P is closed under &-images, second-additive. 0 
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Note that closure of P under images is not needed in order to obtain that a left-constant 
subcategory is closed under sinks in 1E with a common point. An example of a component 
subcategory which is not left constant is mentioned in Example 9.1(5). 
For a second-additive subcategory A with P C A one may form the d-component of 
a quasipoint z of X E X; that is the largest subobject a, : A, + X with z < ar and 
A, E A, namely 
a I=comp~(~)=V{nr.l:~~~iXIn:~m,EM,~~Ed}. 
Clearly, the distinct sets 
qptx(a,) = {s E qptX I s < a,,> (x E qptx) 
form a partition of the set qpt X. 
We also note that for any weakly hereditary closure operator c of X for which A is 
closed under c-dense extensions (see Definition 4.1(2)), the d-component of z in X is 
c-closed in X. 
A-components may often be used to test membership in r(d): 
Lemma 6.4. Let A be second-additive with P C A and P closed under &-images, and 
consider the following statements for X E X: 
(i) X E r(d), 
(ii) Vx E qpt X: comp$(z) ” 2. 
Then (i) + (ii), while (ii) 3 (i) holds if 
(a) A is closed under &-images and 
(b) (VA E d) (ptA = 0 + A E 7’); 
the latter two conditions are satisfied if X has enough points. 
Proof. Under condition (i), for all ic E qpt X, comp$(x) = a, : A, + X is constant, 
hence A, E P. The morphisms 
then show II: 2 a,. Conversely, under conditions (i), (a), (b), consider any morphism 
g : A + X with A E A, and let m : M + X be its &-image. If M has a point z, then 
x = rn. z < m, but also m < a, ” x since A4 belongs to A; hence z is an isomorphism, 
and M 2 1 E P. If pt M = 8, then M E P by hypothesis. Hence g must be constant. 
Finally, let X have enough points, and assume pt A = 8. Then also pt(A x A) = 0, and 
the least subobject of A x A must be an isomorphism. In particular, 6~ is an isomorphism, 
hence A E P. For a morphism e : A + B in & with A E A, second-additivity of A 
yields B E A in case ptA # 8; m case ptA = 8 one has A E ‘P as just shown, hence 
B E P C A by hypothesis. 0 
A second-additive subcategory A is called strongly second-additive if P C A, and if 
every object X E X with comp$(z) ” x for all IC e qpt X belongs to r(d). 
We are now able to give a categorical proof of the Arhangel’skiI-Wiegandt crite- 
rion (cf. [2]) for left-constant subcategories. We assume our category X to have enough 
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quasipoints as well as coequalizers and set-indexed cointersections of regular epimor- 
phisms (equivalently: simultaneous coequalizers of small families of pairs of parallel 
morphisms); furthermore, we assume that the horn-functors X(TX, -) : X + Set pre- 
serve coequalizers with domain X (so that quasipoints are (Reg-Epi)-projective in the 
sense of Theorem 4.7) and their cointersections, for all X E X, and P is assumed to be 
closed under &-images. 
Theorem 6.5. Let c be a weakly hereditary closure operator of X such that regular 
epimorphisms are stable under pullback along c-closed subobjects, and that every c- 
closed subobject is a quasifbre (cf Proposition 1.11). Then a full subcategory A of X 
is left constant if 
(a) A contains the preterminal objects, 
(b) A is closed under &-images, 
(c) A is q-reversible, 
(d) A is strongly second-additive, 
(e) A is closed under c-dense extensions. 
Furthermore, properties (a)-(c) and second additivity are necessary conditions; even (d) 
is necessary if X has enough points. 
Proof. For the statements on necessity see Proposition 6.1, Corollary 6.3 and Lemma 6.4. 
For sufficiency, consider X E lr(d). If qpt X = 8, Lemma 6.4(ii) is vacuously satisfied, 
hence X E r(d) by (d), so that X must be preterminal and therefore belong to A, by 
(a). Otherwise, with (b), form the d-component comp$(z) = a, : A, + X for every 
x E qpt X. The coequalizer pZ : X + & of a, and IC ‘7~ a, makes the right square 
of 
(13) 
a pushout diagram. Indeed, for u : X + W, v : TX + W with u. a, = ‘u. 77~ .a,, since 
TX ax z’ = 1, one has 
u~x~~~~a,=u~a,~x’~~~~a,=v~~~~a,~x’~ rlx a, 
=v.qx .a, = u.a,; 
consequently, u factors as w . p, = u, and w : 2, + W also satisfies 
w Px ~x=u~x=u~a,~x’=v~nX~a, . 2’ = 21. 
The pushout of (13) is also a pullback diagram. In fact, since A is closed under c-dense 
extensions, a2 is c-closed, hence a, 2 f-‘(z) for some f : X + 2 and z E qpt 2, by 
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hypothesis. Therefore, the pushout of (13) becomes a “first factor” of the left pullback 
diagram in (14), hence it is a pullback itself since TX is preterminal. 
(14) 
We may now form the cointersection (=multiple pushout) of the morphisms p,, z E 
qpt x: 
(15) 
Since the regular epimorphism p belongs to E one has TX E TY, and since X(TX,p) 
is surjective by hypothesis on X and P, for every y E qpt Y one can find x E qptX 
with p . x = y . Tp. Since 
there is a commutative diagram 
77x . ax 
p, x 
which shows aZ < p-’ (y). Actually, the morphism Ic : A, 4 Pf,y with f-l (y) Ic = a, 
must be an isomorphism, as we show next. First we note that since X(TX, -) preserves 
coequalizers and their cointersections, it preserves the (multiple) pushouts (13) and (15). 
Hence X(TX,p) is the projection of the equivalence relation given by the partition 
{qptx(a,) I s E 4PXl 
on the set qpt X. Consequently, for any s E qpt X, one has p. s = p. x iff s E qptx(a,), 
that is: s < a,. Now, in order to show that Ic is an isomorphism, since X has enough 
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quasipoints, it suffices to show that every s’ E qpt Pf>y factors through k. We note that 
there are morphisms 
TX + A, + TA, -+ TPf,y -_$ TX, 
hence TPf,y Z TX, so that for s’ E qpt P~F,~, we may assume s’ :TX + Pf,y. Then, 
with s = f -* (y) . s’ one has p . s = y ’ Tp = p . x, hence s < a, and therefore s’ < k, 
as desired. 
With b, := comp$( y) : B, + Y for y E qpt Y, form the pullback diagram 
p-‘(by); p 1 by 
X *Y 
(17) 
As a pullback of p along a c-closed morphism, qy is a regular epimorphism. We use 
condition (c) to show that Qy lies in A. Since a, 6 p-’ (by) for any 5 with p.2 = y. Tp, 
one has a morphism 
TX+A,+TA,+TQ,-+TB,+TY+TX, 
which shows TB, 2 TY. For every t: TY 4 By there is s: TX + Qy with qy s = 
t . Tp; with Z = p-’ (by) s and c = t . b,, one then has p 3: = c. Tp, and by E b, 
follows with (d). Since ah g ~~‘(2 as shown above, 
A, c 
I \ PY a’ /p’(bJ * BY1J 
X *Y 
b, 
(18) 
P 
we see that the domain of p;‘(t) belongs to A; hence Qy E A. For any J: E qpt X with 
p . z = y Tp we therefore have not only a, < p-’ (by), but a, E p-i (by), hence 
by ” p(p-‘(b,)) 2 ~(a,) ” y. 
Since A is strongly second-additive, this implies Y E r(d). From X E IT(d), one then 
obtains that the &-morphism p must be constant, so that Y must be preterminal. Since 
with X also Y has a quasipoint, ly is a quasipoint. For x with p z = qy’ Tp E 1~ 
wefinally get 1~ Ep-‘(1~) gp-‘(p.z) Zaa,, hence XZA, EA. •I 
Remark 6.6. The main assertion of Theorem 6.5 no longer holds true if we weaken 
condition (b) from strong second-additivity to (mere) second additivity. In Set x Set 
with its (epi, mono)-factorization structure, consider the full subcategory A of objects 
with at most one point; these are the pairs (X, Y) of sets X, Y with card(X x Y) 6 1. One 
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easily verifies that A is closed under images, second-additive and q-reversible. However, 
since r(d) is the class P of preterminal objects, A # Zr(d) = Set x Set. 
An easy inspection of its proof shows that Theorem 6.5 remains valid in case we 
replace the condition of X having enough quasipoints by X being a pointed category. 
The theorem therefore applies to abelian categories as considered in [12,26]. 
7. r and 1 vis-A-vis A and V 
Throughout the rest of the paper, we assume P to be closed under &-images (cf. 
Definition 1.2(I)). 
Remark 7.1. Under mild conditions on the category X, in Theorem 3.3 and Proposi- 
tion 4.3/Theorem 4.4 we have given criteria to recognize subcategories B and A of X 
of type A(c) and V(c), using for c the regular closure operator reg” and the coregular 
closure operator coregd, respectively; specifically, we characterized those D and A with 
a = A(reg’) and A = V(coregd). 
These are the closed elements under the two Galois correspondences 
A coreg 
SUB(X)‘P * I ) CL(X, M) 4 I ) SUB(X); 
1% V 
here SUB(X) denotes the conglomerate of all full subcategories of X, ordered by in- 
clusion, and CL(X,M) the conglomerate of all closure operators of X (w. r. t. the 
subobjects given by M), preordered by (c < d iff cx (m) < dx(m) for all m E sub X). 
The adjunction A i reg was established in [37]; see also [ 16, Theorem 7.11. The 
adjunction coreg -I V is also mentioned in [16, Remark 7.81, but without an explicit 
description of the coregular closure; however, from the definition given in Proposition 4.3, 
it is immediately clear that coreg d is the least closure operator c with A & V(c), since 
for every m E sub X and h : A2 + X with h(6A) < m and 6~ c-dense in A2 one has: 
h(l/tz) = +@A)) 6 +@A)) < c(m) 
Our goal is to show that, under mild conditions on X, the composite of the correspon- 
dences A -I reg and coreg -1 V is the right/left-constant correspondence 
T 
SUB(X)‘P + I c SUB(X) 
A first step towards th!s is provided by: 
Lemma 7.2. For every closure operator c of X, V(c) C Z(A(c)). 
Proof. For every f :X -+ Y with X E V(c) and Y E A(c) one has f(X) E V(c)nA(c) 
since V(c) is closed under images and A(c) closed under subobjects. Hence f(X) is 
preterminal, and f must be constant. 0 
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Remark 7.3. The standard example X = %p with its usual (Kuratowski) closure Ic 
shows that the inclusion of Lemma 7.2 is proper, in general. In fact, the 3-point space 
X = {0,1,2) with &X,{l),{2),{1,2} P o en is not irreducible (cf. Example 9.1(l)), 
but its Hausdorff reflexion is constant. Hence X E Z(A(lc))\V(k). 
A morphism f : X --t Y is called c-initial if 
cx(m) ” f-’ (CY (f(m))> 
holds for all m E sub X. The following lemma is well known (cf. [ 13,151): 
Lemma 7.4. For a full reflective subcategory t3 of X, each reflexion is reg’-initial. 
Proposition 7.5. Let c be a closure operator of X such that A(c) is reflective with c- 
initial reflexions. Then V(c) is the left-constant subcategory of A(c) under each of the 
following hypotheses: 
(a) the reJector R : X --+ A(c) preserves squares (= products of type X x X), 
(b) the left-constant subcategory l(A(c)) is closed under squares in X, 
(c) X has enough quasipoints. 
Proof. After Lemma 7.2, l(A(c)) 2 V( c remains to be shown. For X f l(A(c)), the ) 
A(c)-reflexion px : X + RX of X is constant. Since A(c) is closed under monosources, 
px belongs to E; hence RX must be preterminal. But then also (RX)2 = RX x RX is 
preterminal, and L?RX is an isomorphism. Consider the diagram 
(19) 
in which the uniquely determined arrow t with t . px2 = (p~)~ necessarily satisfies 
t . RSx = 6RX. Now, under condition (a), t is an isomorphism, hence RSx is an 
isomorphism. Under condition (b) we may draw the same conclusion since X2 E Z(A(c)) 
implies that R(X’) is preterminal, hence R6x. &fY . t = 1 R(X2). Finally, since condition 
(c) implies (b) by Corollary 6.2, under each of the given hypotheses, one has that Rbx 
is an isomorphism. With px E &, this implies px2 (6x) 3 1 R(XZ) and then 
cX2(6X) ” &(cR(X2)(pX2(6X))) ” &(lR(X2)) ” 1x2 
since px2 is c-initial. 0 
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Theorem 7.6. Let X have products and be &-cowellpowered, and let X have enough 
quasipoints. Then 
Z(B) = V(regU) 
for every full subcategory B of X. Hence a subcategor)) A is left constant if and only if 
A = V(c) for some regular closure operator c of X. 
Proof. Under the given completeness and smallness assumptions on X, every subcate- 
gory closed under monosources is reflective in X. Hence, if S(B) denotes the closure of 
f3 under monosources in X, S(a) is reflective, and trivially (see Proposition 1.8) 
Z(a) = l(S(I3)) and rega = regscu) 
Hence, with Theorem 3.3, Lemma 7.4 and Proposition 7.5, one obtains 
Z(B) = l(A(reg”)) = V(reg”). 0 
Corollary 7.7. Under the same hypotheses as in Theorem 7.6, 
r(d) = A(coregA) 
for every fill subcategory A of X. Hence a subcategory B is right constant if and only 
if B = A(c) for some coregular closure operator c of X. 
Proof. By Remark 7.1 and Theorem 7.6, the left adjoint T of 1 must be the composite 
of the left adjoints of reg and A. 0 
8. The “Union Jack” of Galois correspondences 
Taking into account the general hypotheses of Assumption 1.1, we see that Theorem 7.6 
provides for every complete, M-wellpowered and &-cowellpowered category X with a 
proper (E, M)-factorization system for morphisms such that the preterminal objects are 
closed under E-images and X has enough quasipoints, a commutative diagram 
SUB(X) 
SUB(X)‘P 
In other words, the right/left-constant correspondence factors through CL(X, M). The 
adjunction T -i 1 shares this latter property with the correspondence which defines fac- 
torization systems: writing d I c for morphisms d and c whenever each commutative 
solid-arrow diagram 
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(21) 
in X yields a unique dotted-arrow diagonal making both triangles commutative, we may 
define 
Dl = {c E MorX: (‘v’d E D) d I c}, 
c’={d~MorX: (VcEC)dic} 
and obtain the well-known correspondence (cf. [22,3 1,17,29]) 
(-)I n M -I (-)’ : MOR(M)OP --+ MOR(X), 
with MOR(X) and MOR(M) d enoting the conglomerate of all subclasses of Mor X 
and M, respectively, containing all isomorphisms of X. In fact, there is a commutative 
diagram 
CL 
MOR(M)‘P 
(22) 
MOR( X) 
where for every closure operator c, MC denotes the class of c-closed morphisms in M 
and EC the class of c-dense morphisms in X. Because of the easily established rules 
MV”~ = nM”i and &AC”’ = n&Cz, 
the existence of the adjoints u and r is obvious. In order to describe for any C 2 M the 
least closure operator c = p(C) with C C MC explicitly, form the closure C’ of C under 
pullback in X and define 
cx(m) = Acn E subX: nEC’andm<n}. 
Then it is not difficult to show the equality 
E”(C) = Cl, 
from which 
MT@) = DDI n M 
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for all 2) c Mor X follows by adjointness. (An explicit description of r was given in 
[16, Theorem 7.61.) The closure operators of type g(C) for some C are characterized by 
idempotency, and those of type T(D) for some D by weak hereditariness. Subclasses 
of M of type MC for some c are characterized by stability under pullback and under 
multiple pullback in X, while the subclasses of Mor X of type EC for some c were fully 
characterized by Tonolo (cf. [40]; see also [ 16, 5.31). 
Diagrams (20) and (22) suggest considering the composites 
coreg MC-1 
SUB(X) 4 I *CL(X, M) 4 i * MOR(M)“P 
and 
V r7 
reg EC-) 
SUB(X ~ T * CL(X, M) . T - MOR(X); 
(23) 
A 7 
the latter of which is well investigated: it is the Pumpliin-Riihrl correspondence (cf. [30]) 
Epi 
SUB(X)“P . T * MOR(X) 
SeP 
with 
Epi(f3) = {d E Mor X: (V’B E a) X(d, B) is injective} 
= {d E Mor X: (v”B E B) d16~}, 
Sep(D) = {B E Ob X: (V’d E D) X(d, B) is injective} 
={BEObX: (V’d~D)dlb~) 
for all B C Ob X, D C Mor X. The factorization of Sep -1 Epi through the conglomerate 
of idempotent closure operators was established in [6], but there is no need to resort to 
idempotency a priori (cf. [ 16, Theorem 7.61; of course, having the factorization through 
CL(X, M), one obtains factorizations through both, idempotent operators and weakly 
hereditary operators, since MC and EC are invariant under the passage from c to its 
idempotent hull and its weakly hereditary core, respectively). 
It is well understood in which sense the notion of separation given by Sep is more 
restrictive than the one given by d: 
Theorem 8.1 (cf. [ 16, Corollary 7.61). A full subcategory B of X is of the form Sep(D), 
for some class V C Mor X, if and only if I3 = n(c) f or some weakly hereditary closure 
operator c; in fact, one may choose c to be the so-called f?-epi-closure, which is the 
weakly hereditary core of reg”. 
The subcategories characterized by this theorem are called PR-separated. 
Surprisingly, the first of the two composite correspondences (23), (24) has a descrip- 
tion completely analogous to the “governing polarity” d I ~5s defining the second, i.e., 
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defining Epi(f3) and Sep(B): one simply interchanges the roles of d and Sg. Hence we 
define 
Man(d) := {m E M: (VA E -4) 6A I m}, 
Con(C) := {A E ObX: (Ym E C) bA -L m} 
for all AC ObX and C C M. Since for all A,X E ObX and m E subX 
bA 1 m @ (v’h: A2 + X) (h(6~) < m =+- h(l~z) < m), 
one obviously has 
M coreg d = Man(d) 
for every A C Ob X. Hence the correspondence 
M0n 
SUB(X) 7 MOR(M)“P 
COll 
factors through CL(X, M), as Mon = Mcoreg and Con = V . G. It is now no longer 
surprising to have the following: 
Theorem 8.2. A full subcategory A of X is of the form Con(C) for some subclass 
C C: M if and only if A = V(c) f or some idempotent closure operator c; in fact, one 
may choose c to be the idempotent hull of coregA. 
The subcategories characterized by this theorem are called PR-connected. 
Proof. The first part is an immediate consequence of the factorization of Mon -I Con, 
and of the observation that a closure operator c is idempotent if and only if c = Mu(“). 
If A = V(c) with c idempotent, then coregd < c, even d < c with d denoting the 
idempotent hull of coregd. But then 
A = V(coregA) < V(d) < V(c) = d, 
hence A = V(d). 0 
With Theorems 8.1 and 8.2 we see that (20) and (22) can be integrated into the larger 
diagram (25) in which every triangle commutes in an obvious sense. 
SUB(X) . 
Mon 
I * MOR(M)OP 
A xcl+)&p A 
l + T#y;x -I (-1’ 
T T 
SUB(X)‘P T c MOR(X) 
(25) 
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Corollary 8.3. Let X satisfy the hypotheses stated at the beginning of this section, and 
let A and B be full subcategories of X. Then one has the implications: 
A left constant =+ A PR-connected * A = V(c) for some c, 
I? right constant + t3 PR-separated + B = A(c) for some c. 
Proof. According to Theorems 8. I and 8.2, these implications just reflect the implications 
c regular + c idempotent, 
c coregular + c weakly hereditary 
for every closure operator c (cf. Remark 4.5). 0 
Problem 8.4. (1) Under the assumptions of Theorems 3.3 and 5.4, right-constant sub- 
categories are those subcategories of type n(c) which are upwards closed. Find a sim- 
ilar characterization of PR-separated subcategories by weakening the notion of upwards 
closedness. 
(2) Characterize intrinsically left-constant and PR-connected subcategories among the 
categories of type V(c), analogously to the characterization of component subcategories 
given in Theorem 4.7. 
9. Examples 
Example 9.1. Topological spaces. In the category Top of topological spaces and con- 
tinuous maps, let & be the class of surjective continuous maps and M the class of 
embeddings. 
(1) With 
kx(M) = n/r = {z E M / (VU nbhd of Z) U n 111 # 0} 
the usual (Kuratowski-)closure of M 5 X, A(k) is the subcategory of Hausdorff spaces. 
Since k js hereditary, A(k) is PR-separated, but it is not right constant, for its failure 
of being upwards closed. V(k) contains exactly the spaces X whose only disjoint open 
sets U, V must satisfy U = 0 or V = 0, and these are known as irreducible spaces. V(k) 
is q-reversible but not finitely second-additive (as Remark 7.3 shows). Hence it is not 
left constant, not even a component subcategory. Since k is idempotent and productive, 
V(k) is closed under direct products and dense extensions. 
Failure of A(k) and V(X:) to be right and left constant, respectively, shows that k is 
neither a corcgular nor a regular closure operator, with Theorem 7,6/Corollary 7.7. 
(2) With 
B~(M)={z~M1(V’Unbhdofs)~f1M#Ci)} 
the so-called Q-closure of M C X, one defines a productive closure operator which is 
neither idempotent nor weakly hereditary. A(O) is the subcategory of Urysohn spaces 
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(i.e., of those spaces X in which distinct points may be separated by disjoint closed 
neighbourhoods; cf. [14,16]). n(Q) 1s not right constant, but we do not know whether 
n(0) is PR-separated (cf. the open problem of [16, 7.61). A space X is B-connected iff 
any open sets U, V with v n v = 8 satisfy U = 8 or V = 0. 
We remark that V(0) IS neither closed under Q-dense extensions (hence the assumption 
of idempotency in Definition 4.1(2) is essential!) nor finitely second-additive. Indeed, the 
space X = {a, b, c, d, e} with the topology generated by 
is not e-connected, since {b} and {d} are open subsets with disjoint closures, although 
X is the e-closure of its subspace {a, b, c, e}, which belongs to V(B), and it is also the 
join of its subspaces {a, b, c} and {a, d, e} which are both in V(0). 
(3) The quasi-component 
qx(A4) = n{C C X 1 M C C clopen) 
for M C_ X defines an idempotent and productive closure operator of Top which is not 
weakly hereditary (cf. [16]). V(q) 1s easily identified as the left-constant subcategory of 
connected spaces. The general theory yields closure of V(q) under products, images and 
dense extensions. A(q) is the subcategory of totally disconnected spaces X, in the sense 
that q({x}) = {x} for all z E X. Indeed, for 2, y E X one has (xc, y) $ q(Sx) iff there 
is a clopen D containing x and not y: if such D exists, then D x (X\D) is clopen in 
X x X but does not intersect Sx; if there is a clopen C in X x X containing (z, y) but 
not intersecting 6x, then D = {z E X 1 (z, y) E C} is a clopen set of X containing x 
but not y. 
Although V(q) is left constant, A(q) is not right constant, hence q is not coregular. 
The right-constant subcategory defined by V(q) g is iven by the hereditarily disconnected 
spaces (i.e., of those spaces X with trivial connected components). 
The closure operator q is in fact the regular closure defined by A(q): if u : U t X 
is a clopen embedding, then u is the equalizer of a constant map and the characteris- 
tic map X + (0, l} of U, where (0, l} has the discrete topology (hence it is totally 
disconnected), and, consequently, every q-closed embedding is reg”(q)-closed; the con- 
verse statement is trivially satisfied, since reg A(q) is the largest closure operator c with 
A(c) = A(q). 
(4) The zero-operator defined by 
2x(M) = n {f-‘(O) 1 f : X + [0, l] continuous, fly = 0} 
for M C X is the regular closure operator defined by the subcategory 33taus of 
functionally Hausdorff spaces. Hence A(z) = 3%~ and V(z) = l(3Zaus). Since 
A(Z) is not right constant, the closure operator z is not coregular. 
(5) Let I be the unit interval. The coregular closure operator defined by {I} assigns 
to every subset M of X the set 
core&(M) = {y E X I there is a path from a point in M to y}. 
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Indeed, for y E coregi (M) there is a continuous map h : I x I + X with h(bI) c M and 
y E h(I x I); since the path-connected set h(l x I) meets M, there is a point 3: E M and 
a path from 5 to y in X. Conversely, given a continuous map f : 1 + X with f(0) = z 
and f(1) = y, then the continuous map h : I x I + X with h(a, b) = f(lb - ~1) satisfies 
h(61) = {x} C M and h( 1,O) = y, so that y E coregjc(M) follows. 
Since, given (a~, y), (z, W) E X x X, there is a path between (IC, y) and (z, W) iff 
there are paths between 5 and z and between 1~ and w, it is straightforward to verify 
that V(coreg’) is the subcategory of path-connected spaces, and A(coreg’) is the sub- 
category of hereditarily path-disconnected spaces. V(coregI) is not q-reversible (take the 
topologist’s sine curve 
X={(a,y)ERxIWI 5 = 0 and - 1 < y < 1, or 5 > 0 and y = sin l/x}, 
the Sierpinski space S and the quotient q: X + S with path-connected fibres), hence it 
is not left constant, although it is a component subcategory. 
That A(coregI) is right constant follows immediately from Corollary 7.7. 
(6) For the sequential closure 
gx(M) = { 5 E X 1 there exists a sequence (z,), in M converging to z in X}, 
A(u) is the subcategory US of spaces in which convergent sequences have uniquely 
determined limits, and V(a) consists of those spaces X such that for each pair of 
points x, y of X there is a sequence converging to both x and y. A(a) is not upwards 
closed, hence it is not right constant and g is not coregular, and V(U) is not finitely 
second-additive: X = {a, b, c}, with base {{a}, {c}} d oes not belong to V(cr) although 
X = {a, b) U {b, c}, with both subspaces in V(c). 
Problem. Is V(g) closed under u-dense extensions? 
Example 9.2. R-modules. For a unital ring R, let ModR be the category of (left) R- 
modules with its epi-mono-factorization structure. The full subcategories of type A(c) 
for some closure operator c are exactly the epirefective subcategories. Such a subcate- 
gory is right constant iff it is closed under extensions (as an adaptation of the proof of 
Theorem 5.4 shows), and this is also the characterizing property for PR-separatedness 
(cf. [7], [16, 6.8 and 7.61). Moreover, there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
right-constant subcategories A and idempotent radicals T, assigning to A the kernels of 
the A-reflexions and to r the r-torsionfree modules; for r corresponding to A, the max- 
imal closure operator associated with r (cf. [ 16, 3.41) is precisely the d-regular closure 
operator (cf. [ 16, 6.81). 
The full subcategories of type V(c) for some c are exactly the monocoreflective sub- 
categories. In fact, A = V(c) is trivially closed under images, but also under direct sums 
(= coproducts): if X is the sum of modules Ai E A, then we may conclude X E d 
using condition (V) of Proposition 4.3 since, with the injections (7, : Ai + X)ier, also 
(ri x pi : Ai x Ai --t X x X),,r forms a direct sum and is therefore epic. On the other 
hand, for A monocoreflective, the coreflector defines an idempotent preradical r whose 
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associated minimal closure operator (cf. [16, 3.41) is precisely the A-coregular closure 
operator, hence A = V(coregd) (cf. [16, 7.81). To prove that coregd is the minimal 
closure, we have to show that, for every M < X, 
M + rX = M + c {h(A’) 1 h: A2 --f X, h(bA) C M, A E A}. 
For h as in C one has h(A*) = h(r(A’)) C r(h(A’)) C TX. Conversely, take for h 
the map 
rx x TX + x, 
(Xi Y) - x - Y 
whose image is rX. 
Since the chained sinks in ModR are exactly the epic sinks (cf. [39]), the mono- 
coreflective subcategories describe all component subcategories, while the left-constant 
subcategories are characterized by the additional property of being closed under exten- 
sions (as shown by Theorem 6.5 and Remark 6.6). 
Example 9.3. Groups. Let Grp be the category of groups with its epi-mono-factorization 
structure. 
(1) The normal closure VG(M) of M C G denotes the least normal subgroup of G 
containing M and defines an idempotent productive closure operator u of &-p which is 
not weakly hereditary. A(V) is the subcategory of abelian groups. It fails to be upwards 
closed (= closed under extensions) and is therefore not right constant. (Here one envokes 
only the trivial part of Theorem 5.4 which does not require the hypothesis that constants 
detect monomorphisms, which is not satisfied in Grp.) A group G is v-connected if for 
all Z, y E G there are ~1,. . , zn E G such that 5, y both belong to the set c~(zi) 
C&2) . . . . CG(Z,), where ~(2) is the conjugacy class of z in G. 
(2) For every group G, let k(G) be the commutator of G, and let clc be the closure 
operator in &-p defined by 
c&(M) = k(G). M, 
for every subgroup M of G. It is easy to check that c’ is the regular closure operator 
defined by the (full) subcategory d&rp of abelian groups, hence A(c”) = db+p, and, 
since the reflector R: @p -+ db@p preserves squares, by Proposition 7.5 V(c”) is the 
left-constant subcategory defined by dbgrp, that is, it is the subcategory of perfect groups 
(i.e., groups that coincide with their commutator). Since db&-p is not right constant, it 
does not coincide with r(D(c’)), that consists of those groups G with km(G) = (1) 
(where k”(G) is defined by transfinite recursion in an obvious way); hence in particular 
solvable groups belong to r(V(c”)). 
Example 9.4. Spatial graphs. These are sets with reflexive relations, and with relation- 
preserving maps. They form the category S&h which has an (epi, embedding)- 
factorization structure. 
(1) For the up-closure 1‘ given by 
V(r) is the subcategory of down-directed graphs (so that for all z, y E X there is 
,x t + g). It fails to be finitely second-additive (just consider {. + . t .}) and is 
therefore not a component subcategory. But it is interesting to note that t is precisely 
the coregular closure operator defined by V(T). With Corollary 7.7 it follows that L!(T) 
(= discrete graphs) is right-constant. 
(2) The idempotent hull 1‘” of T is given by 
t‘$ (M) = {y E X / there exists a path from a point in 111 to y}; 
it is weakly hereditary and finitely productive, but not productive. While A(Tw) = A(T), 
V(rw) contains the graphs in which any two points are the endpoints of two paths with 
common origin. Again, it is easy to check that the subcategory V(j+‘) is not finitely 
second-additive. 
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